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1: Mephistopheles - Wikipedia
Adj. 1. mephistophelean - showing the cunning or ingenuity or wickedness typical of a devil; "devilish schemes"; "the
cold calculation and diabolic art of some statesmen"; "the diabolical expression on his face"; "a mephistophelian glint in
his eye".

Real Mind - A mind belonging to an existing creature. It is linked to the Mental Mage and may be freely
manipulated by them. Target - The individual being affected by the Mental Mage. Whether the target mind is
one that already exists or one created by the Mental Mage is an entirely different story, and utterly separate
abilities stem from the interaction with either. The minds of thinking beings may be entered through the Void
due to the slight trace they leave upon it, and they may thus be affected by alterations created by the
Void-user. Thoughts, emotions, desires and more are all intangible by nature, and thus leak out into worlds
beyond the mortal plane, such as the Spiritual and Voidal realms. It is through the Voidal realm, however, that
Mental Mages work, and thus the magic requires a Voidal connection in order to be learned and used. Minds
created entirely by the Mental Mage, however, are just as peculiar with how they work. Due to the immensity
of the Void and its incredible capacity to store any form of information as proven by voidal translocation ,
these minds are capable of remaining in the Void until called upon again. It is through the use of these minds
that a Mental Mage is able to perform their magic, and every ability stemming from it may be explained by
either referring to the manipulation of an already present mind or the creation and alteration of a new one. No
single person may be certain of its true origins, though there is one such tale that people have come to believe;
an old tale of a tree and the fight to defend its forest. There is a single, written recording of the tale, penned by
the man said to have begun the practice of modern mental magic; Jon Evaglno. This forest of snow and ice has
existed in Asulon for many centuries, and its corruption has led many to fear it. However, this forest is not
truly what it seems. It was once home to a people known as the children of the forest. These people were
unlike the other races that existed in Asulon, in that they kept no place to live. They did not need one, as they
were born of trees, and could survive without a roof over their heads. The children of the forest were
connected to the trees, for the trees were their ancestors who guided the race in everything they did. The
children of the forest had a power over minds of trees and animals alike. The people loved peace, and hated
anything that threatened it. The council of trees soon decreed that all the children of the forest should not
reveal themselves to anything in their true forms, be it an animal or another Asulonian race. Many came
through the grove, and none learned of the children of the forest, so they soon passed out of memory and into
legend. There was a terrible nation in Asulon that had just dawned. It developed beasts of fire that needed
wood to survive. Before long, the nation had destroyed many forests, leaving harsh deserts where lush forest
once was. The nation came across what would be later known as the wretched grove. They brought their
lumberjacks with fire and axes to clear the forest and burn its wood to feed their beasts of fire. It could not get
all the minds, so it called upon the children of the forest to defend their home. As soon as the children tried to
attack, the men brought their beasts of fire to end this squabble. The beast roared, and shot smoke, and
threatened to destroy the peaceful grove the children had worked so hard to protect. After a long and arduous
battle, every child of the forest had been killed, and only the Tree of Minds still stood. Even then, the tree was
wounded, and continued to fight. Almost every person who attacked was either driven away or killed, leaving
only a small band among them. The tree changed what they saw, and turned brother on brother. After all had
been slaughtered except one, the tree allowed the final one standing to see what he had wrought. In seeing
what his fit of madness had caused, he fled, and nothing came to the tree for a long time. After this event, the
Tree of Minds was filled with anger. It cast out everything that came near with violent hallucinations.
Eventually, the wound it took healed, and its rage subsided. The tree now appeared to be dead, but was the
center of the now almost lifeless forest. It continued to force out almost all creatures. The very few who were
granted this power were then cast out to keep the vicious peoples of the axe away from the only source of
Mental Magic still existing. Then, a calamity ensued, destroying the Asulonians slowly. The visitors to the tree
became far and in between. Eventually, it could find no intelligent beings, and was alone in Asulon for some
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time. Then, the descendant races arrived from Aegis. After having been alone for such a long time, the tree
quickly repelled all that came near the woods, now using more frightening images than it had during the time
of the Original Asulonians. It only saw a squat and war-like people, and people who were fixated on
destroying whatever they could to make themselves larger. After finding so many of these people, it found a
tall, twig-like person. This person had neither intelligence, nor wisdom, nor knowledge in a great enough
degree, but it had an ample amount of curiosity to be taken to the inner grove where the tree was. Here, the
twiggy mind was taught the art of mental magic, and sent off, never to find the place again. It is unknown
whether the tree has had visitors since this twiggy mind, but this is a place for them to come forward, and
reveal their places of hiding. These skills and abilities are as follows: To perform it, the Mental Mage must
first connect to the void, allowing their mind to slip into its depthless grasp. If simply seeking minds for the
first time with no aid, they would be flooded with a plethora of thoughts, feelings and instincts from every
thinking creature around them, unable to detect the exact location or thoughts of these minds. By using sight to
hone down the distance, direction and mental state of their target, the Mental Mage is able to identify the mind
amongst the host of other mental presences they would otherwise detect. Visual aid is required for the most
part, though a Mental Mage may be able to remain connected for a moment if they look away or lose visual
contact. Illusions do not provide a proper example of where the mind is, and thus one cannot use an illusion of
someone to connect to their mind. It is from the act of connecting to a mind that a Mental Mage may perform
the remainder of their abilities. Once freely connected to a mind, one may view the current thoughts, emotions,
feelings and more of the individual. With verbal or illusionary coercion the latter of which will be explored
below , the Mental Mage may cause a person to think upon or recall certain memories. For example, a Mental
Mage may mention an event, causing the target to recall the events of that event in the form of a memory. If
their minds are melded, the Mage in question would be able to view the brought up memory as the target
remembers it, and may choose to ask more questions regarding it. By allowing their own thoughts and
emotions through, a Mental Mage may communicate with their target, choosing to either converse or relay
information in a silent, reliable manner. Doing so, however, puts the Mental Mage at risk of intrusion from
their target, should this target have such an intent and the ability to do so. In other words, a Mental Mage
cannot force someone to think about something and then view that thing. Connecting to the void requires one
tell, whilst connecting to a mind requires another, separate tell. Whilst one target may have more than one
Mental Mage connected to them, a Mental Mage may not connect to more than one Real Mind. It is extremely
difficult to fully avoid thinking of something if it is brought up in conversation or caused by Mental Illusion,
and utterly avoiding this without a Mental Barrier is powergaming. A Mental Mage will always let a small
sliver of their own thoughts or emotions slip through, usually when first connecting to a mind. This can be
reduced by practice, but it must be present. Most individuals would rarely consciously detect the tiny slip-up
of a master Mental Mage, however. In effect, any train of thoughts that prevent a Mental Mage from gleaning
specific memories can be considered a Mental Barrier. Mental Barriers do not prevent someone from the
effects of Mental Illusions or Diversion of Consciousness, it merely prevents one from divulging information
to a Mental Mage. Making a Mental Barrier requires conscious effort and knowledge that a Mental Mage is
intruding or about to intrude. One cannot typically have a constant Mental Barrier. All Mental Barriers must
have a way to be broken, else they are impossible to create. At any time, a Mental Mage may call upon a
member of the MT to make sure there is a way to access a mind. One must be taught how to make an efficient
Mental Barrier by a Mental Mage who must be able to vouch for it. If taught by a non-Mental Mage, the
individual will not have someone to scrutinise their technique and thus will have an inferior barrier. Either
way, training to put up an effective Mental Barrier takes many years. This ability is vast and extremely
powerful, capable of creating illusions that are almost impossible to pass off as false, as it is the very mind of
the target that is perceiving them, not simply their senses. Whilst it helps to have personally experienced the
events that are being illusioned, a Mental Mage with enough creativity may create any sort of illusion that
obeys the laws of logical understanding. Should something be too unbelievable, however - such as the target
suddenly teleporting into an alternate dimension - the Mental Illusion would fail. With Mental Illusions,
senses may be dulled, altered, increased or even removed entirely, though these must once again adhere to a
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reasonable amount of believability. By using Mental Illusions, one may even find a way to break a Mental
Barrier. Again, the means of doing so vary greatly, and are often specific to the Mental Barrier the Mage is
faced with. Mental Illusions must fall within the spectrum of believability, though this may be bent a good
deal due to the mind being directly targeted. Utterly unbelievable illusions cannot be pressed by simple Mental
Illusions. It is difficult to make someone feel something they would not otherwise feel in a situation such as
making an individual feel joy as they see their beloved wife die before their eyes without breaking the
believability of the Mental Illusion, and doing so is often the cause for the breaking of a Mental Illusion. One
cannot control an individual with Mental Illusion or Mental Magic, merely coerce or affect how they perceive
things and thus indirectly altering how they might react. Whilst in this state of diverged consciousness, an
individual is entirely open to any form of Mental Illusion, as they are - by all technicalities - dreaming.
Inversely, a Mental Mage may choose to let the person believe they are still awake, never letting them realise
their body has fallen asleep, apart from a small lapse in their thoughts. The body may still be awakened if
certain actions cause such a thing, though one must be aware that it is in a state of profound sleep. At the very
least, a lapse in thoughts and a brief loss of senses must be used as an indication for the target when they slip
into this state similar to when one walks into a room and forgets what they were doing. Bringing an individual
into this state requires great concentration, and it cannot be done in scenarios where the Mental Mage is
focusing on something else such as in direct combat against an opponent. They may also provide a far more
powerful barrier if they are aware that their consciousness has been redirected to a dream-like state. Again,
this barrier must follow the red lines of Mental Barriers. These range from fresh memories - the easiest to
remove - to old, well-kept memories - the most difficult to remove.
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2: mephistophelian - Dictionary Definition : www.enganchecubano.com
Oscar Issac plays the role with an intense, almost Mephistophelian, dignity that enables the viewer to grasp how hard it
can be to resist the pressure to compromise on the most essential things--and just how crucial that resistance really is.

They tear portals into these planes - be it the void, the spirit realm or the other, countless planes of existence and link these tears to the realm of the descendants, allowing the beings of those planes a manner of entry.
Whether these creatures serve their intended purpose or not is entirely beyond the control of the dark mage
that summons them. In fact, it is completely up to luck if a Blood Mage is capable, even, of summoning a
creature; not all summons are a success. The tears in reality cannot be entered, either, which severely limited
their use during failed summons. It was this very fact that frustrated a certain Blood Mage into deep research.
This man, mind already racked by the subtle madness of his red-weaving kind, noted a single constant in all
the summoning portals he had both made and seen. It was the immense size of them. Whilst this did serve well
when attempting to summon gargantuan beasts, it seemed to be the reason why nothing was able to pass the
other way. It appeared as though the very energy and matter of the plane would burst through the portal in
what can be described as an ethereal wind, making it impossible to enter. It would be akin to a man swimming
up a waterfall; both the invisible force of gravity and the physical power of the water keeps him down. It was
logical, then, that this Blood Mage would have to find a way to reduce the size of his portals, or make them
more controllable. He achieved both, thus pioneering the creation of Rifts. It is far less taxing, however, and
no manner of ritual is needed for such. The first requirement is, of course, blood. The second requirement is
knowledge of where the Rift will be opening to. Whilst the void and spirit realms are some of the easiest ones
with the former being impossible to properly traverse and live to tell the tale , other planes of existence must
be researched or at least hinted at existing before the Blood Mage can make a full Rift into said realm. The
knowledge of this realm can be gained by Scouring for it explained below or coming across enough
information regarding it such as researching tomes on it or finding a follower of the Aengudaemonic plane
they wish to travel to and making them aid in the process. Either way, a special, unique Realm Rune must be
learned to access the realm, and the way to learn this rune boils down to seeing it or discovering it via
scouring. The third and final requirement would be the knowledge of how to make the Rift itself. The more of
these runes present, the better. Second, a single, unique Realm Rune corresponding to the realm must be
etched down, directly below where the rift shall form. Third, the Blood Mage must manipulate the blood to be
used in the forming of said Rift. The blood must be brought into a thin, straight line spanning about two
persons in length, and this line must be held stable in the air or on the ground. Then, the genus is torn from the
blood â€” as is typically done in Blood Magic â€” and the destination plane is sought, be it via the knowledge
of the Blood Mage or the aid of someone else. If successful, a tear in the very fabric of space itself shall occur
within the line of blood, splitting it open to reveal the intended plane. Whilst some resistance would be felt
when crossing this Rift due to the ethereal wind still existing but being limited due to the size of the Rift , the
size is limited by the line of blood and any attempt for the rift to enlarge as it would naturally is halted due to
it exiting the flow of genus supplying it. Persons would then be able to enter the plane through the Rift, though
special attention must be hand when doing so, as leaping through too excitedly could cause one to touch the
barrier of the Rift; a cut between realities that can only be described as the most efficient of knives. Leaving
limbs behind in the mortal realm is shockingly easy, this way. Maintaining this aperture is a difficult affair,
however, as the Blood fuelling it with genus will eventually run out of genus usually taking between a minute
to three minutes long depending on the amount of blood used , causing the Rift to shut. Travelling in planes is
an odd affair. If not careful, a Blood Mage may become lost, unable to return to where they arrived and thus
unable to ever find civilization again. That, or they may perish in the destination realm, or not have enough
blood to return. The dangers a cosmic explorer faces are beyond and sane comprehension. Red Lines Rifts
take long to prepare, but not long to actually open. By the end of this, the blood will have run out and the Rift
closes. A Blood Mage may not control when their Rift closes; it closes only when the blood cannot supply any
more genus. Whilst creatures can pass through Rifts, one may not summon entire beings with it. One must be
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taught how to make a Rift to be able to make one. Watching Rifts being made does NOT count. Individuals
can be forced to aid in the creation of a Rift, but this makes the process far more difficult. Persons travelling
through the Rift must enter entirely within the borders of the tear, else they may lose articles of clothing, items
or even limbs. It is impossible to tell where you will exit if you have never traversed a plane before, and even
if you have, it is still a difficult thing to do. Rift exits do not require any runes, but to set a definite,
non-moving exit location, similar runes to the entrance rift must be used. If the Aengudaemon in charge of the
plane executes or has one of their followers execute the person s that currently traverses said plane, they are
liable to be PKed. Only T Blood Mages may create Rifts. Rifts may only travel between two different realms,
NOT between two locations in a single realm; that is an ability reserved for Arcane Displacement. LT
approval is required when a new realm is discovered and entered, and for the realm to be used on later dates. It
is, in essence, a miniature Rift made my very much the same method as creating a Rift. First, the process of
making a rift must be followed requiring less blood and a smaller line in the air or on the ground, and not
requiring a Realm Rune at all. Then, the Blood Mage may seek to connect this Rift to any plane they can. In
much the same way a Void Mage extends their conscious, the Blood Mage must seek a specific sensation that
may link them to this plane. More often than not, this leads to failure; it is an unfortunate truth that reality is
more empty than full. On rare occasions, however, a Blood Mage may chance upon a realm. When this
happens, the Scouring Rift will tear open, giving a tiny view of the realm, like a window. Having already
linked to this plane, the Blood Mage will now have sufficient knowledge to form a larger, proper Rift. To test
Realm Runes, a blood mage may make Scouring Rifts that are given direction by said runes. It takes large
amounts of time to find a plane if no previous knowledge existed on it. One cannot make a proper Rift to a
realm without first having scoured for it unless they have external aid from some other source. It is highly
suggested the Blood Mage in question gets LT approval when discovering a new realm via this method.
Finding an already existing realm via this method requires LT approval. To learn how to scribe the runes,
however, takes much practice and learning, and is one of the main reasons why a Blood Mage must be taught
this ability. As with blood runes, Realm Runes are specific, powerful things that relate exactly to the bare
essence of what they represent. Every aspect of the realm must be taken into consideration when attempting
making the runes, and failing to match the rune to the realm will result in failure when the Rift or Scouring
Rift is opened. Purpose of Rift Lore Rifts allow individuals the ability to travel in other planes of existence,
giving them the chance to do anything from creating a domain in said location to harvesting the resources be
they living or inanimate in said realms. Rifts may be used for even more things, and allows players to truly
take RP into their own hands. We as the LT keep talking about how players should be able to RP their own
antagonists, and this could be one way! Additionally, it gives a strong hint to other players that there are,
indeed, more realms than simply the Void and the Spirit Realm, allowing them to appreciate the lore we have
yet rarely use. I realise that some people might see similarities between this and the Arcane Displacement skill
which is learned via the Planar Dictate. Arcane Displacement can make portal-like doors between locations in
a single realm that are activated by commands and are incredibly efficient at what they do. Overall, it is a great
tool for events, RP and letting players decide how they would like to direct RP, as well as a means for us to
display the lore for more than just our realm. The character learning this skill will be my own blood mage
Lorien , but he shall be teaching it so that it does not die with him and so others can use it. Please, feel free to
give feedback and constructively criticise; I am always looking to improve lore! Idea and Writing Tsuyose:
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3: Mephistophelian's Content - Page 2 - The Lord Of The Craft
Mephistopheles (/ ËŒ m É› f Éª Ëˆ s t É’ f Éª ËŒ l iË• z /, German pronunciation: [mefÉªËˆstÉ”fÉ›lÉ›s]; also
Mephistophilus, Mephostopheles, Mephistophilis, Mephisto, Mephastophilis, and other variants) is a demon featured in
German folklore.

In the film Mephisto , which won an Oscar in for Best Foreign Film ,[ citation needed ] actor Klaus Maria
Brandauer plays a German stage actor whose abiding ambition is to play Mephistopheles on the stage - but in
order to achieve it, he "sells his soul" to the Nazi regime and in effect becomes Faust in real life. Comics[ edit
] Mephisto is a character who acts as a possible version of the devil in the Marvel Universe. Mephistopheles is
a main character in Soul Cartel , a manhwa loosely based on the Faust legend. Mephistopheles is able to count
to twenty and use the privy. It is implied that among her charges were Elizabeth I and Harry S. In the Matthew
Reilly novel, The Four Legendary Kingdoms , a character named "Mephisto", who is a human who has been
completely tattooed red, with surgically implanted horns. The character and his ancestors are shown to be the
cause of the "Mephistopheles" myth. While this version is obsessed with Otaku culture, he carries several
German elements in his spells as well as a fondness for making bets. The anime ending even has a short
flashback and several other allusions to the original tale of Faust. Television[ edit ] In the show South Park ,
Dr. Mephesto is the name of a mad scientist who lives upon the hill outside of town. Mephisto Zwei
eventually meets his end at the hands of Nexus and a reformed Mephisto, who manages to find the light and
achieves peace before sacrificing himself to defeat his stronger counterpart. Mephistopheles appears in Hex ,
portrayed by Ronan Vibert. Mephistopheles serves as a guide to Malachi, but also uses psychological tactics
by getting him to do what Mephistopheles wants him to. However, Eve manages to nullify the deal by tricking
Mephistopheles into giving up his immortality, stripping him of his powers. Mephistopheles makes an
appearance in Xena: Warrior Princess season 6 episode "The Haunting of Amphipolis". He is found alone on a
planet near a crashed spaceship and is brought back to the fleet, calling himself Count Iblis. There he uses his
supernatural powers to perform miracles and convinces the people to follow him. During this time, several
pilots go missing and orbs of light appear around the Galactica and the fleet. Apollo returns to the planet along
with Starbuck and Sheba where his true identity is discovered. Apollo is killed in the confrontation. Starbuck
and Sheba, while returning his body to the fleet, they are intercepted by the Ship of Lights where Apollo is
resurrected. All pilots are returned to the Galactica with their memories wiped. However, Apollo, Starbuck,
and Sheba recite the course that will take them to Earth. In Sonic the Hedgehog , the main antagonist is a
shadowy demon named Mephiles the Dark, who spends a large part of the game manipulating the heroes.
Hordes of the Underdark , Mephistopheles is the main antagonist and the final boss. In Call of Duty: Infinite
Warfare , Mephistopheles appears as the main antagonist and final boss in the Zombies mode. Cyber Sleuth , a
digimon of the growlmon species goes by the name Mephisto and possesses a hacker. Dark Alchemist , the
main character makes a contract with Mephistopheles to save his beheaded sister.
4: Mephistophelian | www.enganchecubano.com
Mephistophelian definition, one of the seven chief devils and the tempter of Faust. See more.

5: Mephistophelean | Define Mephistophelean at www.enganchecubano.com
'a Mephistophelian cackle' More example sentences 'Max von Sydow gives a coolly Mephistophelean performance as
Sam, the dapper, expatriate owner of a neon-lit gambling joint in the middle of a desert.'.

6: Mephistophelian Synonyms, Mephistophelian Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
The adjective mephistophelian is a great way to describe an evil genius or a clever, wicked person. The word comes
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from a demonic character in German folklore, Mephistopheles, whose name stems from mephitz, "destroyer" in Hebrew,
and tophel, "liar.".

7: Mephistopheles | Definition of Mephistopheles by Merriam-Webster
Mephistophelian \ ËŒme- fÉ™- stÉ™- ËˆfÄ“l- yÉ™n, mÉ™- ËŒfis- tÉ™- \ or Mephistophelean \ same or ËŒme- fÉ™ËŒstÃ¤- fÉ™- ËˆlÄ“- É™n \ adjective First Known Use of Mephistopheles circa , in the meaning defined above.

8: Mephistopheles | fictional character | www.enganchecubano.com
Synonyms for Mephistophelian at www.enganchecubano.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for Mephistophelian.

9: What does mephistophelian mean?
The adjective MEPHISTOPHELIAN has 1 sense: 1. showing the cunning or ingenuity or wickedness typical of a devil
Familiarity information: MEPHISTOPHELIAN used as an adjective is very rare.
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